Abstract. The key dynamics of the magnetotail have been researched for decades and have been associated with either three-dimensional (3-D) plasma instabilities and/or magnetic reconnection. We apply a global hybrid-Vlasov code, Vlasiator, to simulate reconnection self-consistently in the ion kinetic scales in the noon-midnight meridional plane, including both dayside and nightside reconnection regions within the same simulation box. Our simulation represents a numerical experiment, which turns off the 3-D instabilities but models ion-scale reconnection physically accurately in 2-D. We demonstrate that many known tail dynamics are present in the simulation without a full description of 3-D instabilities or without the detailed description of the electrons. While multiple reconnection sites can coexist in the plasma sheet, one reconnection point can start a global reconfiguration process, in which magnetic field lines become detached and a plasmoid is released. As the simulation run features temporally steady solar wind input, this global reconfiguration is not associated with sudden changes in the solar wind. Further, we show that lobe density variations originating from dayside reconnection may play an important role in stabilising tail reconnection.
Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is the central process in driving Earth's magnetospheric dynamics, since it transfers energy from the solar wind into the magnetosphere (e.g. Dungey, 1961; Palmroth et al., 2006; Pulkkinen et al., 2010) . Modelling of space plasmas is important not only as context to data but also to develop prediction capabilities needed to understand societal consequences of space weather (e.g. Watermann et al., 2009) . So far, the global reconnection process including both the dayside and nightside reconnection regions has been modelled mostly with global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) codes (e.g. Laitinen et al., 2005; Wiltberger et al., 2015) . More sophisticated plasma descriptions, like the fully and partially kinetic approaches, have been applied in local geometries (e.g. Zeiler et al., 2002; Lapenta et al., 2015) and also recently in global setups (Lin et al., 2014 (Lin et al., , 2017 Lu et al., 2015) . In the local simulations studying tail reconnection, tail reconnection needs to be initiated artificially by an additional perturbation, which may not correctly represent the driving of tail reconnection by reconnected magnetic flux from the dayside.
In this paper, we present the first global hybrid-Vlasov simulation of the magnetosphere, including both dayside and nightside reconnection regions in the same self-consistent simulation box. This allows us to study tail reconnection as a function of driving by dayside reconnection, which, regardless of steady solar wind, can vary (Hoilijoki et al., 2017) . We
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. first present the run overview, after which we investigate tail reconnection in more detail. In particular, we observe that reconnection can either occur locally within the plasma sheet, or it can spread to involve lobe field lines and build a major reconnection (X) point. We concentrate on two major Xpoint events and suggest that a lobe flux tube filled by bursts of dayside reconnection may have a role in building one of these events.
Vlasiator
Vlasiator (Palmroth et al., 2013 (Palmroth et al., , 2015 von Alfthan et al., 2014) describes protons by a full six-dimensional (6-D) velocity distribution, while electrons are a charge-neutralising fluid. This approach neglects electron kinetic effects, but includes ion kinetic effects, allowing the modelling of the reconnection field geometry self-consistently as determined by ions and assuming that electrons do not affect the field configuration. The hybrid-Vlasov approach is similar to the hybrid-PIC (particle-in-cell) approach in that both include ion kinetic effects, while it differs from the PIC in that the distribution function is solved rather than constructed from particle statistics, ensuring noiseless simulation results. Furthermore, so far the majority of the hybrid-PIC results have been obtained with downscaled geomagnetic dipole strength. Vlasiator does not scale down the dipole strength, nor does it use scaled spatial or temporal units, making the temporal and spatial scales as well as time differences between the different parts of the model directly comparable with observations.
While Vlasiator supports full 6-D simulations that can be performed when computational resources allow, here we present a 5-D setup and a 2-D run in the polar plane, including a 3-D velocity space within each ordinary space cell. Using a 3-D full PIC simulation including both electrons and ions, Zeiler et al. (2002) shows that magnetic reconnection in the 3-D system remains nearly two-dimensional if the reconnection guide field is 0. Reconnection at a single X line will be nearly 2-D if there is no guide field. Typical tail reconnection events do not have a guide field (e.g. Eastwood et al., 2010) , and at the subsolar dayside during purely southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the guide field is 0. Further, as Vlasiator has been shown to reproduce the theoretical predictions of dayside reconnection rates with good Ann. Geophys., 35, [1269] [1270] [1271] [1272] [1273] [1274] 2017 www.ann-geophys.net/35/1269/2017/ accuracy (Hoilijoki et al., 2017) , we argue that there is sufficient grounds to address ion-scale reconnection in this 2-D simulation run. Figure 1 and Supplement movie S1 show an overview of the run. Solar wind flows into the simulation box from the sunward wall. Other walls of the simulation box apply Neumann conditions, meaning that each parameter at the boundary is copied to the neighbouring ghost cell. The out-of-plane direction applies periodic boundary conditions. The simulation box extends from 48 R E in the dayside to −94 R E in the nightside and ±56 R E in the Z direction. The initial conditions for the calculations are the Earth's dipole strength, described as in Daldorff et al. (2014) , and solar wind parameters, with a Maxwellian form for the solar wind population. The run features steady southward IMF of −5 nT. The density of the solar wind is 1 cm −3 . The solar wind velocity is −750 km s −1 along the x axis. The inner boundary of the simulation domain in this run is located at 5 R E , and it is approximated as perfectly conducting.
The resolution in this run is 300 km in the ordinary space and 30 km s −1 in the velocity space throughout the simulation box. This resolution takes the ion-scale turbulence, for example, into account self-consistently. For reference, to our knowledge the only other global hybrid-PIC simulation that has investigated tail dynamics in detail used a resolution of 0.15 R E (Lu et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2017) , which is over 3-fold in comparison to the resolution presented here, making the resolution here unprecedented.
3 Reconnection in the global magnetosphere Figure 2 shows a zoom of the cross-tail current J Y in the plasma sheet. Supplement movie S2 shows this same zoom region with three parameters, current density, X component of the plasma velocity V X , and the magnetic flux function calculated from B = y × ∇ , where B is the in-plane magnetic field and y a unit vector in the out-of-plane direction. Magnetic reconnection locations and magnetic islands are identified by finding the local saddle points and maxima of the magnetic flux function, respectively (Yeates and Hornig, 2011; Hoilijoki et al., 2017) . This method is robust and accurately describes reconnection when magnetic flux is moving with respect to the reconnection point. At simulation time t = 150 s, three X points are identified with labels X 1 to X 3 . As time progresses, the ambient earthward plasma flow carries the X points towards the transition region between dipolar and stretched magnetic field lines. At time t = 1539 s, X 3 ceases to reconnect. Consequently X 2 and X 4 are left at a longer distance from each other.
At t = 1591 s, the trailing islands of both X 1 and X 2 have merged with the dipolar field in the transition region leading to their "annihilation", leaving X 4 as the closest X point to the transition region. When X 4 arrives at the transition region, its tailward island neighbour is still far away, allowing Fig. 2 ) and X location (in x axis) in the central plasma sheet. Individual X points are given as a function of time as black marks, while the magnetic islands are shown as cyan marks. X points X 1 to X 4 are labelled. The building of the two major X lines discussed in this paper are marked with an arrow. X 4 to continue reconnecting. A thin current sheet starts to form around X 4 already at t = 1607 s and is best visible at t = 1625 s. The plasma transported tailwards by X 4 starts to divert around the trailing island, strengthening the southward magnetic field at the earthward edge of the island, separating the thin current sheet from the main plasma sheet. At t = 1657 s the separate thin current sheet has almost completely disrupted, and X 4 starts to process open lobe field lines. As soon as X 4 proceeds to reconnect open field lines, a global phase transition occurs and the tailward magnetic island as well as everything tailward of it is disconnected from the rest of the magnetotail and this plasmoid is swept downtail.
To investigate why X 4 starts the global change, Fig. 3 shows the locations of the X points as black marks and magnetic islands as cyan marks as a function of time. The background colour shows V X in the plasma sheet. X 4 differs from its predecessors by the fact that it is located further away from surrounding X points, and therefore it does not experience as much pressure from neighbouring outflow regions (not shown). The tailward outflow from X 4 is strong enough to resist the trailing magnetic island, and the collision leading to X 4 annihilation is avoided. Figure 3 shows that there are three such occasions in the tail, when a major X point builds up to divert plasma flow within the plasma sheet. All three are also associated with plasmoid releases. earthward. The fast outflow speeds lead to distorted field lines, leading to new X points (e.g. t = 1804 s), adding to the flow bursts. At about t ∼ 1920 s a flux tube of higher density, filled by bursts of dayside magnetopause reconnection, sinks into the plasma sheet. This "stripe" of denser plasma is visible already in Fig. 1 just inside the magnetopause (marked by an arrow), and its motion is depicted in the movie S1. Figure 4 shows the influence of the higherdensity flux tube in more detail. Before the higher density reaches the central plasma sheet, multiple X-point reconnections occur, while after the higher density arrives, a single stable X point is formed. As the reconnection outflow speed is given by the Alfvén speed of the inflowing plasma, higher density in the inflow region leads to a decrease in the outflow speeds. The slower outflow suppresses multiple reconnection points, for which we suggest the following mechanism: a new X point needs distorted field geometries. Large outflow speeds lead to bursty outflows, which favour new X points due to varying field geometries associated with the bursts. The decreased outflow speeds suppress the flow bursts, leading to smoother field geometries as can be seen from movie S2. With smoother field geometries, the conditions are not favourable to new multiple X points, leading to once more a dominant stable X point.
Discussion and conclusions
We carried out an ion-scale simulation of the global magnetosphere in 5-D with Vlasiator. The kinetic-scale system is driven by solar wind and IMF, which lead to dayside reconnection and open flux generation, transferring to the nightside to drive tail reconnection. Our results indicate that first multiple reconnection points operate simultaneously, interacting with each other, after which (at t = 1657 s) a major X point forms when reconnection starts to process the lobe field lines. The formation of the major X point by processing of lobe field lines has already been described with a 2-D MHD simulation (Lyon et al., 1981) . Using a local two-fluid simulation of the current sheet, Ohtani et al. (2004) shows multiple X points, of which one starts to dominate after reconnection spreads to the lobe field lines. Similar conclusions are made based on local kinetic simulations (Lapenta et al., 2015) and by global hybrid-PIC simulations (Lin et al., 2014) . The earthward-moving multiple reconnection sites have been observed by, e.g., Eastwood et al. (2005) using the Cluster spacecraft. We confirm that the global hybridVlasov approach also reproduces multiple X points and the subsequent formation of a major X point in the tail as driven by dayside reconnection, without describing electrons in detail. This allows drawing conclusions on the overall Vlasiator physics. Our results indicate that reconnection may be a ubiquitous process within the near-Earth plasma sheet, and it may not be uncommon to have many X points operating simultaneously, interacting with each other. Vlasiator does not use a scaled dipole strength, allowing a direct comparison of the results with the observed Earth's magnetospheric scales. We find that the first major X point builds up near the Earth at the transition region, while the last begins further away and spreads quickly along a highly elongated thin current sheet. Sergeev et al. (2012) review the current understanding of the observational location of the major X point, which can reside as close as 12 R E in the tail to ∼18 R E , agreeing well with our results. However, we note that any given X point cannot straightforwardly be mapped to the ground to be associated with observations there because several X points may operate between the observer and the ionosphere. Since the simulation is still 2-D at the moment, our results concern reconnection in a single meridional plane and cannot be generalised to concern multiple reconnection sites on a global 3-D current layer. Using a much coarser resolution, Lin et al. (2014) found multiple X lines but that dominant X lines can form if they are not competing with other X lines on a similar meridional plane. Future versions of Vlasiator shall investigate whether this is also true in the hybrid-Vlasov approach.
We also find that dayside reconnection may have direct consequences in tail reconnection, as a filled flux tube reaching the plasma sheet stabilises tail reconnection and leads to a configuration change and release of a plasmoid. The influence of density variations on the reconnection rate has been discussed in the dayside reconnection context (e.g. Hoilijoki et al., 2017) , while on the nightside reconnection rate variations have been mostly associated with heavier ions (e.g. Liu et al., 2013) . Using a 2-D MHD simulation, Hesse et al. (1996) show that the burstiness of reconnection is reduced with increasing lobe density. Here we show how these individual findings come together in the realistic magnetotail, and we predict that lobe density variations with whatever origin may influence tail reconnection condiAnn. Geophys., 35, [1269] [1270] [1271] [1272] [1273] [1274] 2017 www.ann-geophys.net/35/1269/2017/ tions and consequences and hence affect the overall magnetospheric dynamics as well.
Data availability. Vlasiator is distributed via http://github.com/ fmihpc/vlasiator. This address contains links to the analysator software used to produce the figures. The run described here takes several terabytes of disk space and is stored within the CSC-IT Center for Science in practice. Vlasiator uses a data structure developed inhouse (.vlsv format), which is compatible with the VisIt visualisation software (https://wci.llnl.gov/simulation/computer-codes/visit) with a plugin available at the above address.
The Supplement related to this article is available online at https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-35-1269-2017-supplement.
